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Car sharing automobiles much more environment-friendly
than the Swiss average
According to the latest figures issued by the Swiss Federal Office of Energy, the CO 2
emissions level of new automobiles in Switzerland is 142 g/km. The figure for Mobility vehicles
is one third below this.
The car sharing provider Mobility offers its customers a network of 2'700 vehicles throughout the
whole of Switzerland. The company renews this fleet on an ongoing basis: 874 new cars were
registered last year alone. According to Communication Officer Patrick Eigenmann, particular attention
is paid to safety features and simple operation. "The other aspect is that we only include lowemissions cars in our range," he says. A CO 2 emissions level of just 95 grams per kilometre proves
the success of this strategy. "This puts our new cars one third below the Swiss average. It's something
we're certainly proud of - after all, we care a lot about sustainable mobility."
2.2 litres less fuel per 100 kilometres
New Mobility automobiles boast similarly positive figures when it comes to fuel consumption. The level
here is 3.9 litres per 100 kilometres, while for all other cars registered last year the level is 6.1. If the
fuel consumption figure for these latter automobiles was as low as that of their car sharing
counterparts, it would be possible to save 80 million litres of petrol based on their average annual
mileage. This would be enough for a new Mobility car to travel round the world 50'000 times.

ABOUT MOBILITY CAR SHARING
Mobility Car Sharing Switzerland is entered as a cooperative in the commercial register in Lucerne. Its
120'300 customers have access to 2'700 vehicles stationed at 1'400 sites around the country.
State-of-the-art technology delivers a self-service car sharing system that is user-friendly, economical,
fully automatic and available around the clock.
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